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Abstract
In this thesis, eigenstructure based noise suppression techniques are developed to im-
prove the performance of LPC spectral estimation of speech signals in the presence
of additive white noise. LPC estimation error increases as the SNR of the speech
signal decreases, thus affecting the performance of speech applications which use
LPC analysis. Therefore, noise suppression techniques are developed to prevent the
degradation of speech applications in the presence of additive white noise. Noise sup-
pression techniques developed in this thesis will use a subspace approach. A subspace
approach defines set of "signal subspace" vectors as well as a set of "noise subspace"
vectors where projection of a noisy speech signal on these two subspaces will separate
the noise from the signal information. Then the noise information can be reduced
or suppressed without losing the signal information. In order to evaluate the noise
suppression techniques, noise of different levels will be added to the utterances from
the spelled New Jersey town name corpus of speech utterances, and noise suppression
will be performed. The processed utterances are then passed through an automatic
speech recognizer and the recognition results are used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the noise suppression techniques. The recognition results of this thesis show that
noise suppression performed on utterances with SNR of 10 dB had a recognition error
rate of 6.5% which is a improvement of recognition of the original noisy utterances,
where the recognition error rate was 73.8%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Description
Separating a mixture of signals has always been an important issue in signal processing and
communications. In real world situations, desired signals are often contaminated with other
extraneous interference, which can deteriorate a communication system performance. By
being able to sift out relevant information from contaminated signals, the performance of
many signal processing applications can be improved.
Examples of interfering signals in speech processing include speech contaminated by
multiple competing speakers, by room reverberation, and by ambient noise from the envi-
ronment. If a speech signal becomes mixed with interfering signals, and is introduced to a
speech application, then the performance of the application becomes degraded. This thesis
will focus on the signal conditioning of a signal speech source in the presence of additive
noise. Speech recognition will be the primary application addressed in this thesis.
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is a current speech coding technique. The LPC analysis
of speech gives the maximum entropy spectral estimate of the spectrum of speech [11]. LPC
analysis provides an accurate spectral estimate of the speech signal if the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) is high. If the SNR is low, the performance drops drastically. A goal of this thesis is
to improve robustness of LPC spectral estimates in the presence of noise, by suppressing the
noise effects on the spectral estimation. These noise suppression techniques will be tested
and evaluated using speech recognition.
1.2 Problem Solution
In this thesis, a subspace approach is used to separate the speech signal from the noise
signal. The subspace of the signal consists of a p number of orthogonal vectors which span
the p x p space. These vectors can be separated into the "signal subspace" and the "noise
subspace" vectors. Projection of a noisy signal onto the "signal subspace" vectors yields the
signal information and projection onto the "noise subspace" yields the noise information.
By separating the noise from the signal, the noise can be suppressed without losing the
signal information.
In order to determine the subspace set, Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used.
A covariance matrix is created from the speech signal and is decomposed using SVD. The
subspace basis is thus defined as the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
After the subspace set is defined, the next step is to identify and separate the "signal
subspace" from the "noise subspace". Then, after the signal subspace is identified, the
all-pole solution is reconstructed such that the information from the signal subspace is
enhanced and that from the noise subspace is suppressed. These eigenstructure based noise
suppression techniques will be evaluated and compared to other noise suppression techniques
by using results from an automatic speech recognizer.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This section of the introduction contains an outline of the thesis.
Chapter 2 is a statement of the theoretical background needed to understand this thesis.
First, past literature is referenced and reviewed. Then, the mathematical background is
given and discussed. The equations for SVD are defined and discussed in context with the
covariance matrix of speech. SVD will be used to find the subspace vector set of the speech
signal. LPC is also discussed. The mathematical background of LPC will shed light on
how a subspace approach can be useful to decrease spectral estimation error of LPC for low
SNR.
Chapter 3 begins the exploration of using SVD to analyze synthetic speech. Experi-
ments were conducted with the synthetic speech signal emulating the vowel /i/. Further
experiments include synthetic speech contaminated by additive noise with 15 dB SNR. SVD
is used to decompose the signals into eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and the subspaces from
the noisy speech and from the clean speech are compared for similarities. Through these
comparisons, the signal and noise subspaces are identified. Also the structure of the eigen-
vectors for this class of signals is examined and this information will be used to construct
eigenstructure based noise suppression techniques.
Noise suppression techniques developed in this thesis will focus on taking advantage of
two theories. The first is effective eigenvalue estimation. Preliminary results in Chapter 3
show that eigenvalue distortion contributes more to spectral distortion than eigenvector dis-
tortion does. The second is higher dimensionality. Higher dimensionality of the covariance
matrix has the potential to provide stable solutions and increased performance.
Chapter 4 introduces real speech, replacing synthetic speech in previous experiments.
Real speech signals provide a wealth of data to test hypotheses generated from experiments
with synthetic speech. Chapter 4 will describe the procedures involved in testing noise
suppression on real speech utterances. The speech corpus will be described and the details
about the baseline speech recognizer will be given.
Chapter 5 will outline each eigenstructure based noise suppression technique and show
preliminary results on one test utterance. The utterance will be listened to and the spec-
trogram of the utterance is examined for any processing artifacts or spectral instabilities.
Those noise suppression techniques which have the best performance are tested with the
automatic speech recognizer. The recognition results will be analyzed and discussed.
The possibilities for further research are elaborated on in chapter 6. In chapter 6, final
conclusions are made and future work is discussed.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides a brief overview of the background necessary to understanding this
thesis. First, past research is referenced and reviewed. Next, the mathematical background
is given to provide a foundation for experiments performed in this thesis and to provide
preliminary evidence that a subspace approach to noise suppression is possible. First,
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a covariance matrix is explained. This method will
yield the subspace set of vectors needed to separate the noise information from the signal
information. Next, the background for Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) is given. Both the
autocorrelation method and the sample covariance method are explained, and the solution
of the LPC parameters using SVD is shown.
2.1 Literature Review
In this section past literature relevant this thesis is reviewed.
The linear model of speech production [4] is the foundation to modeling speech signals
using Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). The model is defined as
S(z) = E(z)G(z)V(z)L(z) (2.1)
where E(z) is the driving function which drives G(z) the glottal shaping model, L(z) the lip
radiation model and V(z) the all-pole model describing the vocal tract. V(z) contributes
the primary spectral information to the overall spectrum of the speech signal. Itakura and
Saito[6] [7] and Atal and Schroeder [1] first used the idea of linear prediction to estimate the
parameters of the all-pole model of a speech signal. Itakura and Saito treated the signal as
a probability process and they extracted spectral information using a maximum likelihood
method, which is currently known as Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). LPC has been shown
to be a good model of the speech signal, particularly for voiced regions of speech. LPC is
less effective for unvoiced regions and with low SNR regions [14].
In LPC the all-pole parameters are the solution to the normal equations shown in
Equation 2.14, involving the covariance matrix created from the speech signals. The true
covariance matrix of an infinitely long signal is positive semi-definite and has a Toeplitz
structure. Since the speech processing is done on one frame of speech which is finite and
discrete, the true covariance matrix must be estimated. Two such methods are the auto-
correlation method and the sample covariance method. These two methods are discussed
in detail in Section 2.2.1.
Besides the autocorrelation and the sample covariance methods, efforts have been made
to improve true covariance matrix estimation. In [2], the Burg distance is defined as a
distortion measure between the true and sample covariance matrix. In [12] Burg uses
mathematical methods to cancel out period asynchronous biases and forces a symmetric
Toeplitz structure for the sample covariance matrix. A brief summary of the Burg distance
can be found in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
Once noise is added to speech such that the SNR is low, the performance of LPC
becomes degraded. A new way to estimate the spectrum of speech arose in the idea of
using subspaces. The subspace approach to finding the all-pole parameters analyzes the
speech signal to create a set of basis functions which best represents the speech signal
information. The basis functions can then be divided into those which are part of the
"signal subspace" and those functions which are part of the "noise subspace." One such set
of basis functions are those associated with the Fourier transform where the basis functions
are sinusoids with different frequencies. Another set of functions is determined by the
Karhunen-Loeve Transform (KLT) [3]. This thesis will use Singular Value Decomposition
to find an orthonormal basis to represent the subspace set.
Using SVD to decompose the covariance matrix of a signal is not uncommon in solving
for the LPC parameters of the signal. Henderson [5] explains in detail the use of SVD in
solving the set of normal equations. In Solving Least Squares Problems [9] he proves that
by using SVD, a stable solution to the normal equations can be found.
This thesis attempts to combine the results from past research to best explore the use of
eigenstructure based processing in noise suppression. In the next sections the mathematical
background behind SVD and LPC are given.
2.2 Singular Value Decomposition
Singular Value Decomposition is used in this thesis to decompose a covariance matrix cre-
ated from a speech frame, into corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigenvectors
are used to define the basis of the subspace set, from which the "signal subspace" and the
"noise subspace" are created. Projection of a noisy signal onto the "signal subspace" vec-
tors yields the signal information and projection onto the "noise subspace" vectors yields
the noise information. By separating the noise from the signal, the noise can be suppressed
without losing the signal information. These projections are the eigenvalues resulting from
the SVD of the covariance matrix.
The theory behind Singular Value Decomposition is explained in this section. For a given
positive semidefinite and symmetric pxp covariance matrix, R, there exists an orthogonal
transformation matrix U such that
UTRU = diag(A1, A 2 ,-...-, p), (2.2)
where Ai > 0, and the columns vectors of U, ui's, are eigenvectors of the matrix R and Ai's
are the corresponding eigenvalues. In this thesis, the eigenvalues are ordered in descending
magnitude or A1 > A2 > ... p > 0, and the corresponding eigenvectors are ordered
similarily in U.
SVD can be used to define the subspace basis. It is important to determine those vectors
belonging to the "noise subspace" and those belonging to the "signal subspace". This can
be done by using the following reasoning. For a given speech signal si[n], the SVD of the
covariance matrix of s[n] gives the result that
Rui = Aiui .  (2.3)
If the white noise, w[n], with a variance of a 2 , is added to s[in] then the covariance matrix
is only affected on the diagonal terms or
(R + OaI)u = Au'i, (2.4)
Ru's = (A - ) , (2.5)
where u'i and A represent the eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively, of the noisy signal.
By equating Ai and A' - a , the following holds
u = Ui, (2.6)
A = Ai + a.2 (2.7)
Therefore, the eigenvectors do not change in the presence of white noise, and the eigenvalues
are increased by a . Note that for i such that Ai oW , Ai are not significantly perturbed
by noise, but those Ai's on the order of or much less than a2 are more perturbed.
This is true only in the expected value sense, since the noise is white and the corre-
sponding noisy signal covariance matrix is only affected along the main diagonal. When
white noise is added to a sampled speech signal of finite length, the noise might not be
purely white. In general, though, the following is true: the larger eigenvalues and corre-
sponding eigenvectors are less perturbed by noise and they are useful in constructing the
signal subspace.
2.2.1 Linear Predictive Coding
The mathematical background for Linear Predictive Coding is presented in this section.
This section shows the mathematical background necessary to prove that a subspace ap-
proach can be used to separate the noise from the signal information.
Voiced speech signals can be modeled as a sum of d damped sinusoids as:
d d d
s[n] = 2hiebin cos(win) = 3 hie(bi+j w)n + _ hie(b - j w,) n .  (2.8)
i=l i=l i=l
Here, e(bi+ j w ,)n represents the ith damped sinusoid. wi and bi are the corresponding fre-
quency and the bandwidth of the ith damped sinusoid, respectively.
By taking the z-transform of s [n], the frequency response of the sum of damped sinusoids
signal can be found to be of the form
d hd hi
S(z) = 1- e(b Wi)z-  1-e(bWi)z (2.9)
1 - e(b,+jwi)I-1 + (b,-jwi)Z-1i=l i=1
-A(z) (2.10)A(z) 1 - =1 aiz - 2
Therefore S(z) has an all-pole structure, where the poles are defined as the complex numbers
(bi + jwi), and are also the roots of the polynomial 1 - E21 aiz - i
Equation 2.10 is manipulated to the following form by using the inverse z-transform
2d
S(z)(1 - aiz-i) = a, (2.11)
i=1
2d
s[n] - ais[n - i] = ab[n], (2.12)
i=l
2d
s[n] = ais[n - i] + au[n], (2.13)
i=1
which is the underlying idea of Linear Predictive Coding which estimates current speech
samples as a linear combination of past speech samples. Thus, s[n] can be constructed using
ai's and similarly the ai's can be constructed using samples of s[n]. The coefficients, ai's,
are referred to as the LPC parameters in this thesis.
The procedure to solve for the LPC parameters in Equation 2.13 is to first construct
the p x p covariance matrix, R, for a pth order analysis. Next the ai's are found by the
following equality.
R(0, 0) R(0, 1) ... R(O,p) 1
R(1, 0) R(1, 1) ... R(1,p) a (2.14)
= 0, (2.14)
R(p,0) R(p,1) ... R(p,p) L ap
and
Ra = 0, (2.15)
where R is a covariance matrix in which
R(i,j) = E(s[n - i]s[n - j]), (2.16)
for all n.
The solution to Equation 2.14, is the minimum mean squared estimate of the LPC
parameters, ai's. The derivation of Equation 2.14 using the minimum mean squared error
criterion is discussed at length in [14].
Solutions to the LPC normal equations
The solution to Equation 2.14 is usually found using the Levinson-Durbin recursion, which
is described in [14]. In this thesis, a SVD approach is used to solve for the LPC parameters.
In this section, a 10th order analysis is explained as an example. First, an 11xll covariance
matrix, R, of the speech signal, s[in], is found. The next step is to solve for the LPC
parameters ai's from the matrix equations according to Equation 2.14. In the case where
the covariance matrix, R, is full rank, there is no exact solution. Thus a minimum norm
solution is found. To find the minimum norm solution, the first column of the covariance
matrix is moved to the right side and the first row is removed. This manipulation results
in equivalent normal equations where
R(1, 1) R(1, 2) ... R(1, 10) al R(1, 0)
R(2, 1) R(2,2) ... R(2, 10) a2  R(2, 0) (2.17)
R(10, 1) R(10, 2) ... R(10, 10) J L alo j R(10, 0)
or
1R = -r, (2.18)
where R is the 10x10 covariance matrix1 , and r is a subset of the first column of R. Next
SVD is performed on R, namely
uTIU = A, (2.19)
and changes Equation 2.18 to
UiT & = -r. (2.20)
1Essentially R and R are covariance matrices of the same signal. Therefore their eigenvectors and
eigenvalues have similar features and spectral characteristics. However, note that the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues that are described as part of the solution, iii are different that those described in
the remaining chapters, ui. They differ in dimension and span a different space.
Finally, the solution of d is then
- -- Tr (2.21)& = -fJ L U r, ( . )
which can also be written as
= - iii (2.22)
i= 1 i
This solution is equivalent to
S= -R r, (2.23)
which uses the matrix inverse operation.
This solution presented can only be used for a full rank R. When R is not full rank, Ai =
0 for some i and the solution for i becomes non-deterministic. To avoid this, Equation 2.22
is modified to be
A= ir (2.24)
i=1 Ai
for some R1 of rank m, where m < p. This solution for A excludes those eigenvectors
corresponding to zero eigenvalues: This solution occupies a lower-dimensional space, hence
is minimum norm [16].
2.2.2 Estimation of the True Covariance Matrix
Due to the non stationarity of speech signals, speech is assumed to be short time stationary,
and speech processing is usually performed on one frame of speech. The speech signal is
sampled at 8 kHz and is blocked off into frames of 30 milliseconds long. Thus each frame
consists of 240 samples. Since each frame of speech has a finite number of samples, the true
covariance matrix, R, can only be estimated. The two methods used to estimate the true
covariance matrix, R, are the sample covariance method and the autocorrelation method.
The methods used to calculate the sample covariance matrix and the autocorrelation
matrix are described here. The construction of the matrices provides insight into the un-
derlying structure of the eigenvectors, and the behavior of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
when noise is added. These studies are conducted in Chapter 3.
Sample Covariance Method
On the short time frame basis, the elements of a pxp sample covariance matrix are found
using the equation
N-1 l<i<p
R(i,j) = E s[m - i]s[m - j], (2.25)
m=p 0<j p
for the frame of speech s[n], n = 0, ..., N - 1, N = 240. This method for estimating R is
commonly known as the sample covariance method and yields the sample covariance matrix,
Rcov *
Equation 2.25 which is used to calculate the elements of the sample covariance matrix,
is an approximation of Equation 2.16 which is used to calculate the elements of the true
covariance matrix when only a finite number of samples are available. Thus, the following
difference equation from the true covariance method still applies, that
2d
s[n] = ais[n - i]. (2.26)
i=1 .
The sample covariance matrix, Rcov, can be written as a matrix product where
Rcov = HTH, (2.27)
and
s[p - 1] ... s[1] s[0]
H(p) = s] s[2] s[1] (2.28)
Ss[N -1] ... s[N - p -1] s[N - p]
Since Rcov is symmetric, R 0co and H share common rank and common eigenvectors. The
difference equation, Equation 2.26, determines the rank of the covariance matrix. For p >
2d, Rcov is rank deficient, because according to Equation 2.26 if given s[0], s[il],..., s[2d- 1]
all other s[n] can be determined. Thus the matrix is rank deficient, so when solving for the
LPC parameters and Rcov is rank deficient, the psuedoinverse solution is used.
Autocorrelation Method
In current LPC coding research, another method of estimating R is preferred, since the
covariance method often gives unstable estimates of the speech [15]. In the autocorrelation
method, the elements of the autocorrelation matrix are defined as
N-1-li-il
R(i, j) = R(j, i) = R(Ii - jl) = s,[m]s,[m - i - jl]. (2.29)
m=O
The speech signal is first windowed by a Hamming window, Wh [n],
[n s[n] *Wh [n] 0 < n <N - 1
sw[n] = - - (2.30)
0 otherwise
R(i, j) is defined as the autocorrelation sequence of the speech frame. The autocorrelation
matrix forces Rauto to have a symmetric Toeplitz form. This method has proven to yield
stable solutions.
When comparing Equation 2.16, the equation for the true covariance matrix to Equa-
tion 2.29 for the autocorrelation method, a parallel can be drawn. The autocorrelation
matrix is the true covariance matrix of a speech signal which has been windowed, or that
samples for n < 0 and n > 240 are set to zero.
The p x p autocorrelation matrix can be written as a matrix product
Rauto = HTH, (2.31)
using the following (N + p - 1) x p matrices where
H(p) =
s[0]
Sw[1] sw[0] 0
sw [1
s][N - 1] [1]
0
s [N - 1]
(2.32)
The structure of H reveals that H is always full rank, making Rauto full rank.
Performance of LPC
The LPC parameters, ai's, contain information about the resonances or poles of the fre-
quency spectrum of speech. One aspect of the LPC parameters is that the corresponding
all-pole model provides an envelope of the signal spectrum, as shown in Equation 2.10.
Therefore, the LPC analysis of a frame of speech is an estimate of the spectrum of the
speech. If the LPC parameters are used as an all-zero filter, as in Equation 2.11, the filter
effectively "whitens" the signal spectrum by removing the source characteristics and speaker
dependencies.
The ai's can then be further used for feature vector extraction in speech recognition.
The following equations are the LPC parameter conversion of p LPC parameters to m
cepstral coefficients.
co = lna 2, (2.33)
m-1
cm = am + ( ) ckamk, < m < p (2.34)
k=l
cm = (- ckamk, m > p (2.35)
k=1
Typical feature vectors for speech sampled at 8 kHz contain m = 12 cepstral coefficients
from a 10th order LPC (p = 10).
LPC is known to work well under noisy conditions up to a certain threshold. At SNR's
above 15 dB, LPC estimation error has small effect on the performance of speech processing
applications. At SNR's below 15 dB, the LPC estimation error causes performance to
deteriorate because a great deal of the high frequency spectral components of speech are
overshadowed by the noise [15].
A L-term truncated cepstral distance, dc(L), between the cepstrum of two signals, the
clean speech, s[n], and the noise contaminated speech,s'[n], is given by the following equa-
tion
L
d (L) = (cn - c'n)2, (2.36)
n=1
where cn and c'n are the cepstral coefficients of s[n] and s'[n] respectively.
Cepstral distance is used to approximate the difference between the spectrum of si[n]
and s'[n]. A detailed explanation involving cepstral distances can be found in [14].
Cepstral Distortion vs. SNR for /i
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Figure 2-1: Cepstral distortion vs. SNR for LPC estimates of synthetic /i/.
The LPC estimate of synthetic speech with different SNR's is found and the average cepstral distor-
tion is measured (solid line). This shows the performance of LPC spectral estimation under different
SNR's. The dotted line indicates the variance of the cepstral distances for different SNR's.
Figure 2-1 shows LPC's performance for the synthetic speech /i/ with additive noise. As
the SNR of the synthetic speech decreases to around 15 dB, the LPC estimate performance
begins to deteriorate, in which case the LPC estimation error rises above 1 dB. At cepstral
distances greater than 1 dB, the spectral estimation error due to noise becomes significant
and would affect the performance of speech processing applications [15].
2.3 Summary
The background presented in this chapter is the foundation for experiments in Chapter 3.
In the literature review in Section 2.1 there were two topics discussed. The first is LPC,
particularly the autocorrelation method and the sample covariance method.
The second topic was research into the use of subspaces to separate a signal from noise.
The subspace is defined as a set of orthogonal vectors which fill the entire space. Different
transforms (KLT, FFT) are used to find the subspace set of vectors, and these transforms
are included in past research done.
In Section 2.2, the equations of the SVD of a covariance matrix are presented, and it is
shown that if white noise with variance a2 is added to the signal, the eigenvectors of the
covariance matrix of the signal are not perturbed and the eigenvalues are increased by aw.
Next in Section 2.3, the theory of LPC is presented. First it is shown that the solution to
the LPC equations are the LPC parameters ai's and that the ai's are related to the poles of
an all-pole filter. This all-pole filter is an estimate of the spectrum of the speech signal. Next
the two methods used to estimate the true covariance matrix (the autocorrelation method
and the covariance method) are described. The solution to the LPC equations is discussed
for both the full rank case and for the rank deficient case. Finally, the performance of LPC
as a spectral estimate is examined. For signals with SNR lower than 15 dB, the spectral
estimation error is significant enough to affect the performance of speech applications.
Chapter 3
Synthetic Speech Experiments for
Voiced speech
To gain a better understanding of LPC analysis in the presence of noise, quantitative studies
will be run using a synthetic speech signal, which is a signal where the underlying LPC pole
parameters are exactly known. The exercise of setting simpler, constrained conditions will
show how the signal and noise subspaces interact, thus making it easier to find the best way
to separate the signal information from the noise information, and ultimately to suppress
the noise information. Also, studies with synthetic speech include defining the structure of
the eigenvectors for any signal represented as a sum of damped sinusoids.
In Section 3.1, the synthetic speech signal parameters are defined. The all-pole spectrum
of the synthetic speech signal will be set to the average formant frequencies of the vowel /i/.
In Section 3.2, a hypothesis is made about the underlying eigenvector structure of the true
covariance matrix for the synthetic speech. In Sections 3.3, and 3.4 the eigenvector structure
specifically in the sample covariance method and autocorrelation method of LPC are further
examined. These results lead to the proposal of eigenstructure based noise suppression
techniques, which take advantage of the damped sinusoidal structure of synthetic speech
and exploit knowledge learned about the eigenvector structure. First in Section 3.5, the
idea of eigenvalue estimation is proposed. Next, spectral subtraction and "soft subtraction"
as methods of effective eigenvalue estimation, are explained. Finally, the idea of higher
dimensional noise suppression is proposed.
3.1 Synthetic Speech
This section defines the synthetic speech signal used in the experiments in this chapter.
The signal used is a synthetically generated speech signal created by having an excitation
6[n] introduced through an all-pole filter. The poles of the filter are the averages of the first
three formants for the vowel /i/ [14]. The frequencies are F1 = 270 Hz, F2 = 2290 Hz, F3
= 3010 Hz. The bandwidths of the formants (Fi), are B1 = 50 Hz, B2 = 140 Hz, B3 = 240
Hz [10]. Therefore for this signal, there are three resonances or d = 3. These frequencies
and bandwidths are converted from poles in the s-plane to poles in the z-plane using the
following conversion:
si = -rBi + 2wFi
Zi = e
s T
and 1/T defines the sampling frequency [8]. The sampling frequency for the synthetic voiced
speech is 8 kHz, and the synthetic speech signal is 30 milliseconds long (240 samples).
Figure 3-1 is a plot of the frequency spectrum of the synthetic speech signal.
FFT short-time spectrum of synthetic /i
Frequency (kHz)
Figure 3-1: The frequency spectrum of the synthetic speech waveform, /i/.
There are two main advantages that synthesized speech has over real speech. First,
synthetic speech ensures the signal to be a sum of damped sinusoids, because a sum of
damped sinusoids has an all-pole frequency response. Thus the synthetic speech signal
will be used to understand the eigenvector structure of signals which are a sum of damped
sinusoids. Secondly, synthetic speech has a limited number of resonances unlike real speech,
which has an infinite number of resonances. The underlying pole structure is known, so
when noise is added, it is easy to study how the noise and the signal subspaces interact.
The use of synthetic speech is a starting point for studies of the structure of eigenvectors
in noise suppression. Further studies will be conducted using real speech utterances in
Chapter 5.
3.2 Eigenvector Structure
Understanding the eigenstructure for a sum of damped sinusoids is important, because this
knowledge will be used as a foundation for noise suppression techniques in this thesis and
later, to understand the eigenstructure of real speech signals.
First the eigenstructure of a signal that is a sum of sinusoids (with zero bandwidth) is
described. This information will be used to form a hypothesis about the eigenstructure of a
signal which is sum of damped sinusoids, where the bandwidth is non-zero. If a signal is a
sum of sinusoids, the basis vectors of the signal are the sines and cosines which correspond
to the resonances of the signal. In other words, SVD of the true covariance matrix of
the signal containing a mixture of n sinusoids with frequencies wi, for 1 < i < n, results
in 2n eigenvectors containing non-zero eigenvalues. Each eigenvector pair has the form
A cos(wit + q) and B sin(wit + q), which corresponds to a zero-bandwidth pole pair in the
spectrum. Therefore each eigenvector pair can be fully described and linked to one of the
frequencies in the signal.
The hypothesis for the case of damped sinusoids is that the SVD of the true covariance
matrix of the synthetic speech signal decomposes the signal into a set of eigenvectors and
eigenvalues where each eigenvector can be fully described and linked to one of the center
frequencies, wi's, and bandwidths bi's. In the next two sections, the eigenstructure of the
sample covariance matrix and of the autocorrelation matrix of the synthetic speech signal
are discussed, and the hypothesis is shown to be true in experimental results.
3.3 Sample Covariance Method
This section begins preliminary investigations into the underlying structure of the eigen-
vectors of the sample covariance matrix of the synthetic speech signal. The first thing to
notice is that if an 11xll sample covariance matrix, R is constructed, using Equation 2.25
with p = 11, R is rank deficient with rank 6 since there are only 3 modes in the synthetic
speech signal.
Therefore in the sample covariance method, all of the signal information is contained
in the eigenvectors with non-zero eigenvalues. These eigenvectors make up the "signal
subspace" set of vectors. Next, it is important to examine the structure of the "signal
subspace" eigenvectors. The following procedure is used in this thesis to examine eigenvector
structure. (1) The size of R is increased to a dimension of 50x50. This is done to increase
the length of the eigenvectors, which will now be viewed as sequences. (2) Using SVD,
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are found and those eigenvectors belonging to the "signal
subspace" are studied. (3) The magnitude and phase responses of the signal subspace
vectors are plotted.
In the sample covariance method, SVD of the sample covariance matrix results in 6
eigenvectors corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues. Those 6 eigenvectors are the only ones
that contain information pertaining to the signal, and will be considered the vectors in
the "signal subspace." The magnitude and phase responses of the signal subspace vectors
are plotted in Figures 3-2. The magnitude plots of the eigenvectors in the signal subspace
show that in general each eigenvector pair mainly characterizes one mode of the sum of
damped sinusoids. In plot (a), the two eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues are primarily
associated with the 270 Hz modes. Plot (b) contains the magnitude and phase of the two
eigenvectors primarily associated with the 2290 Hz mode. Plot (c) contains the magnitude
and phase plots of the two eigenvectors primarily associated with the 3010 Hz modes. Just as
theoretically shown in the strictly sinusoidal case, each pair mainly characterizes one mode
of the signal and differ only slightly in the corresponding phases and magnitudes. However
it is interesting to note that in (b), and (c) the eigenvectors also contain information about
multiple resonances. This phenomenon will be discussed later in this section.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3-2: The Magnitude and Phase plots for the first six eigenvectors.
Plot (a) is the magnitude and phase plots of the first two eigenvectors associated with the 270 Hz
mode. Plot (b) is the magnitude and phase plots of the second two eigenvectors associated with the
2290 Hz mode. Plot (c) is the magnitude and phase plots of the third two eigenvectors associated
with the 3010 Hz mode.
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The remaining eigenvectors having eigenvalues close to zero, are part of the "noise sub-
space" which is orthogonal to the signal vectors in the "signal subspace." This experiment
shows that SVD is useful to define the subspace set of vectors and can also be used to
separate the "noise" and "signal" subspaces.
These results support the hypothesis made in Section 3.2 that the eigenvectors of a signal
that is a sum of damped sinusoids contain the frequency and bandwidth information of the
synthetic speech signal. The difference between sinusoids and damped sinusoids is that
sinusoids of different frequencies form an orthogonal basis, while a set of damped sinusoids
do not. However, in each experiment, it seems that each signal subspace eigenvector has
a one-to-one correspondence to a single damped sinusoid. Since damped sinusoids cannot
form an orthogonal set, the signal subspace eigenvectors cannot simply consist of just one
mode of the signal. This can been seen in plot (b) and (c) of Figure 3-2, where the magnitude
responses show that the eigenvectors contain information about more than one resonance.
The structure of the eigenvectors is further examined.
By performing LPC analysis on each of the six eigenvectors, the solution proves to
be more complex. First by inspection of the magnitude plot of the first eigenvector in
Figure 3-2(a), the plot suggests that the eigenvector sequence is one damped sinusoid with
a frequency of 270 Hz and a bandwidth of 50 Hz. Next a 6th order sample covariance
method LPC analysis is done on the eigenvector sequence, and the poles of the eigenvector
are found. Figure 3-3 shows the pole plot of the first eigenvector, and the result is that in
terms of the angular frequencies the poles of the first eigenvector (o) fit well with to the
poles of the synthetic speech (x). Thus, the first eigenvector actually contains information
on all three resonances of the synthetic signal. This result is very unexpected since the
frequency response suggests that it only has one mode at 270 Hz. The only way to satisfy
both constraints is if the first eigenvector is a sum of damped sinusoids, except that the gain
associated with the 2 poles associated with 270 Hz, is much higher than the gain of the other
poles. This will give the impression that the first eigenvector is associated with only one
mode in the frequency responses. When similar LPC analysis is done for all eigenvectors,
the same conclusion is made; each eigenvector is in itself a sum of damped sinusoids, where
the gain for one center frequency is larger than the rest.
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Figure 3-3: The poles of first eigenvector (o) vs. the poles of the synthetic speech (x).
Adding noise
When white noise is added to the synthetic speech signal such that the SNR is 15 dB, both
the eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues are perturbed. Figure 3-4 shows how
much the eigenvalues are perturbed. The eigenvalues of the sample covariance matrix of
the clean synthetic signal (o) are plotted against the eigenvalues of the sample covariance
matrix of the noisy synthetic speech signal (x) in the order of descending magnitude of the
eigenvalues. Although the plot is log scale, on a linear scale the effect of noise is close to
additive, as was concluded in Equation 2.7.
First the effect of additive noise on the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix
is shown. The distortion measure for eigenvector perturbation is log angular distortion.
Angular distortion is defined as
A(x, y) = 1 - cos2  (3.1)
where cos 0 is the cosine of the angle between the two eigenvectors x and y. Small angular
distortions with values close to zero implies that the angle between them is small, while large
angular distortions with values close to one implies that the angle between them is large.
Since this is on a log scale, small log angular distortions are highly negative, while large log
angular distortions have values close to zero. Figure 3-5 shows how the eigenvectors of the
sample covariance matrix are perturbed when noise is added to the synthetic signal.
In Figure 3-5, the eigenvectors are ordered according to the corresponding eigenvalues,
1
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Figure 3-4: A plot of the clean eigenvalues (o) perturbed by noise (x), autocorrelation
method.
The eigenvalues are indexed according to their magnitude, from the largest eigenvalue to the smallest
eigenvalue.
in descending magnitude. Those eigenvectors corresponding to larger eigenvalues are less
perturbed by noise than those corresponding to smaller eigenvalues. The figure shows that
of the eigenvectors with corresponding non-zero eigenvalues, the 270 Hz eigenvectors are
the least perturbed, and the 2290 Hz and the 3010 Hz eigenvectors are more perturbed.
For the the eigenvectors associated with zero eigenvalues, the log angular distortion is the
largest, i.e. with a values close to zero.
Also it is interesting to notice that when noise is added to the synthetic speech signal, the
corresponding sample covariance matrix is no longer rank deficient. Therefore the solution
for the LPC parameters is the full rank solution
P jiTr - (3.2)
in which case the solution contains both information from the signal and the noise subspaces,
which introduces estimation error to the LPC parameter solution.
Therefore, in order to exclude the noise information, a reasonable step is to use the
solution to the rank deficient case,
6 -T
i Ui (3.3)
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Figure 3-5: A plot of the log angular distortion between the eigenvectors of the clean
speech and the eigenvectors perturbed by noise for the covariance method.
The eigenvectors are ordered according to their corresponding eigenvalue, from the largest eigenvalue
to the smallest eigenvalue.
which should contain information from the signal subspace. The noise information is re-
moved if the "signal subspace" eigenvectors still corresponds to the six largest eigenvalues.
If this is not the case, then the separation between the "signal subspace" and the "noise
subspace" is not clear.
The conclusions and results found using the sample covariance method are restricted to
the synthetic speech case. The sample covariance matrix of a real speech signal is not rank
deficient and also cannot be perfectly modeled by a sum of damped sinusoids. However,
the conclusions made will be expanded to the infinite resonance case, which is discussed in
the next section.
3.4 Autocorrelation Method
Using what was learned in the case of the covariance method can be helpful to understand a
similar analysis done in the case of the autocorrelation method. The three main observations
made in the covariance method can be applied to the autocorrelation method:
1. Eigenvector structure consists of a sum of damped sinusoid structure with the same
modes as the signal.
2. For each pair of eigenvectors one mode is more prominent than the other modes.
3. Additive noise has an additive effect on the eigenvalues.
The main difference between the autocorrelation method and the covariance method is that
in the autocorrelation method a window is first applied to the signal, before a similar analysis
of the covariance method of LPC is performed. The effect of the rectangular window in the
spectral domain is to convolve the signal by a sinc function which has infinite harmonics.
The autocorrelation matrix, Rauto, has full rank and has a Toeplitz structure, which
is the same structure found for the true covariance matrix. To make observations on the
structure of eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the autocorrelation matrix, the same procedure
is used : (1) the dimensions of Rauto are increased to 50x50 and (2) the FFT is performed
on the eigenvectors, to show the phase and magnitude plots.
The conclusions made in the sample covariance method will be similar for the auto-
correlation method, and these similarities will be described. The first conclusion made is
that the structure of the eigenvectors is a sum of damped sinusoids with the same modes
of the signal. If this is true, then the eigenvectors should span the frequency axis since the
spectrum of the windowed synthetic speech signal has an infinite number modes, due to the
smoothing effect of the pre-windowing.
The second conclusion is that in each pair of eigenvectors one mode is more prominent
than the other modes. This is also true, as can be shown in Figure 3-6, where the magni-
tude and phase plots of the first ten eigenvectors (out of fifty) are shown. However, it is
interesting to note that the dominant resonances are not contained in the first ten eigen-
vectors associated with the 10 largest eigenvalues. In Figure 3-7, the magnitude of all fifty
eigenvectors are plotted simultaneously on a linear scale. This shows that the information
about the resonances of the synthetic speech are found in the the eigenvectors, but are those
eigenvectors with the primary modal information do not correspond to largest eigenvalues,
as in the case of the sample covariance method. Thus the greatest similarity between the
autocorrelation matrix and the sample covariance matrix is that the respective eigenvectors
represent the modal frequencies of the synthetic speech. A difference is that in the auto-
correlation method the other eigenvectors represent frequencies which span the frequency
axis and in the sample covariance method, the other eigenvectors have contain no frequency
information. This is a result of the pre-windowing in the autocorrelation method which
smoothes out the frequency response of the synthetic speech signal. Therefore for a 50x50
autocorrelation matrix, the signal energy is spread out among all of the 50 eigenvalues and
eigenvectors.
Where in the sample covariance method there was a clear method to distinguish between
the "noise subspace" and the "signal subspace", in the autocorrelation method the "noise
subspace" and the "signal subspace" cannot be separated easily. The pre-windowing in
the autocorrelation method causes the signal energy to spread out among all frequencies.
Therefore, in the autocorrelation method the task is not to separate the subspaces, but to
determine which eigenvalues and eigenvectors are more affected by noise. Those eigenvalues
and eigenvectors which are more perturbed by noise are more likely to belong to the "noise
subspace" and those eigenvalues and eigenvectors which are not as affected by the presence
of additive noise, are more likely to belong to the "signal subspace."
In the third conclusion, additive noise has an additive effect on the eigenvalues of the
sample covariance matrix. This effect can also be seen for the autocorrelation method. In
order to understand how noise affects both eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the autocorre-
lation matrix, noise is added to the synthetic speech and the eigenvalue and eigenvector
distortions are examined.
Adding noise
When white noise is added to the synthetic speech signal such that the SNR is 15 dB,
both the eigenvectors and the corresponding eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix are
perturbed. Figure 3-9 shows how much the eigenvalues are perturbed. The eigenvalues of the
autocorrelation matrix of the clean synthetic signal (o) are plotted against the eigenvalues of
the autocorrelation matrix of the noisy synthetic speech signal (x) in the order of descending
magnitude of the eigenvalues. Although the plot is log scale, the effect of the noise on a
linear scale is additive.
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Figure 3-6: Magnitude and phase plots of 5 pairs of eigenvectors of the autocorrelation
matrix.
The 5 pairs of eigenvectors correspond to the 10 largest eigenvalues of the 50x50 R matrix. Plot
(a) corresponds to the two largest eigenvalues, plot (b) corresponds to the third and fourth largest
eigenvalues, etc.
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Figure 3-7: Magnitude plot of 50 eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix.
Figure 3-8 looks at the eigenvector distortion across all eigenvectors of Rauto for the
noisy case versus the clean case. The eigenvectors are ordered according to their respective
eigenvalues, in descending magnitude. As the magnitude of the eigenvalues decrease, the
eigenvector angular distortion increases. An important conclusion is that the larger eigen-
values and corresponding eigenvectors are more resistant to noise contamination, -which
is expected because larger eigenvalues are related to higher SNR for the synthetic speech
signal at that particular frequency.
Since the speech modal information is carried by all eigenvectors, and the autocorrelation
is always full rank according to Section 2.2.2, then the LPC solution is found using the full
rank solution or Equation 2.22.
The results of these experiments show that there is a strong correlation between the
autocorrelation method and the covariance method, thus all of the observations made in the
beginning of the section hold true for both methods. The difference is that the eigenvectors
of the covariance matrix separate into the exact modes of the si [n]. In the autocorrelation
method there is no direct one-to-one correlation between the eigenvectors and the individual
damped sinusoids. In the next section, noise suppression techniques using the results from
these experiments will be proposed.
Elgenvector Distortion for autocorrelation method
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Figure 3-8: A plot of the log angular distortion between the eigenvectors of the clean
speech and the eigenvectors perturbed by noise, autocorrelation method.
The eigenvectors are ordered according to their corresponding eigenvalue, from the largest eigenvalue
to the smallest eigenvalue.
3.5 Noise Suppression Techniques
In the previous sections, it is shown that the eigenvectors of the true covariance matrices con-
tain the frequency or resonance information of the synthetic speech signal. Also it is shown
that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues pertaining to larger eigenvalues are less perturbed by
additive white noise than those eigenvectors and eigenvalues pertaining small eigenvalues.
Therefore in this section, noise suppression techniques are proposed to effectively remove
the noise effects from the covariance matrices to find better spectral estimates.
3.5.1 Eigenvalue Estimation
In Section 2.2, there is a mathematical proof that if a white noise signal, w[n], with variance
C2 is added to the signal s[n], then the two covariance matrices, the noise corrupted matrix,
R
,
+,, and the clean matrix, Rs, share the same eigenvectors. The corresponding eigenval-
ues are also related; the eigenvalues of R,+w are greater than those of Rs by Oa. When
experiments are run with real speech signals, it is expected that there be some eigenvector
distortion and that the eigenvalues are not a simple displacement of a2. The main reasons
is that in one frame of speech there is a finite number of samples, so that neither the speech
sequence nor the noise sequence will be infinitely long.
Therefore, there are two sources of error which cause R,+w to differ from Rs, when
Noisy elgenvalues vs. Clean eigenvalues for autocorrelation method
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Figure 3-9: A plot of the clean eigenvalues (o) perturbed by noise (x), autocorrelation
method.
The eigenvalues are indexed according to their magnitude, from the largest eigenvalue to the smallest
eigenvalue.
noise is added: error due to eigenvector distortion and to eigenvalue distortion.
Since it is important to determine which of the two contributes more to estimation error,
the following experiments are conducted. A speech utterance is taken from the spelled New
Jersey town name corpus1 . Additive white noise is added to the utterance such that the
SNR is 15 dB. The LPC parameters for all frames of the noisy utterance and the original
utterance are obtained and their cepstral distances and Burg distances as a function of time
are measured [2]. The speech processing uses a frame size of 30 milliseconds and a window
shift of 10 milliseconds. The cepstral and the Burg distance are measured for the following
three controlled experiments:
1. Both eigenvectors and eigenvalues are perturbed.
2. Only eigenvectors are perturbed.
3. Only eigenvalues are perturbed.
In the first experiment, the LPC parameters are found for both the noisy and clean speech,
and the distance between them was measured. This is the control experiment that the
second experiment and the third experiment will be compared to. In the second and third
experiments, conditions were set as follows. First the R,+, and Rs matrices are created
1Details of the spelled New Jersey town name corpus are enumerated in Chapter 4
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Figure 3-10: A Block diagram explaining the procedures for three experiments on
eigenvalue and eigenvector distortion.
for both the noisy and clean speech, respectively. Then the SVD is taken of both matrices.
To create the spectral estimate in experiment 2, Rs is reconstructed with the eigenvectors
of R,+, and the eigenvalues from Rs. To construct the spectral estimate in experiment
3, similarly, Rs is created with the eigenvectors of Rs and the eigenvalues of Rs,. If
experiment 2 has the lowest distortion of all of the experiments, then it is a sign to focus
on eigenvalue estimation to reduce noise effects. If experiment 3 had the lowest distortion,
then eigenvector estimation would be more effective towards noise reduction. Figure 3-10
is a block diagram explaining the three experiments.
The cepstral distances are shown in Figure 3-11 and the Burg distances are shown in
Figure 3-12. Both figures show the distance measure as a function of time. A detailed
discussion of the cepstral distance can be found in Section 2.2.1. The Burg distance is a
measure of how close two matrices are. The normalized Burg distance function is given by
the following equation
D(Rs, Rs) = trace(ftslRs) - In if lRs - (p + 1), (3.4)
for the true covariance matrix of the original signal, Rs, and the reconstructed matrix, Rs.
This distance function is useful in order to see the effect of either eigenvector distortion
or eigenvalue distortion on the true covariance matrix. If the two matrices are close to
identical then the Burg distance should be close to 1. If the two matrices are not close to
identical then the Burg distance will either be much larger than or much smaller than 1.
On a log scale, a small Burg distance will be close to zero and large Burg distance will have
a magnitude greater than one.
The conclusion drawn from Figure 3-11 of the cepstral distances of the three experiments
is that in regions of voiced speech, eigenvalue distortion causes more estimation error than
eigenvector distortion. The regions of voiced speech have on average lower cepstral distances
for experiment 2, when only eigenvector distortion is introduced. In experiment 3, when only
eigenvalue distortion is introduced, the cepstral distance is almost the same as in experiment
1. In Figure 3-12 where the results are shown for the Burg distances, experiment 2 proves
to have lower Burg distances than experiment 1, while the Burg distances for experiment 3
are close to those for experiment 1. The results of these experiments prove that in order to
minimize both cepstral and Burg distances, it is more important to have effective eigenvalue
estimation over effective eigenvector estimation.
In this thesis attempts are made to test noise suppression techniques which improve
on eigenvalue estimation to better estimate the speech spectrum. The noise suppression
techniques will employ "soft subtraction" to perform eigenvalue. estimation.
3.5.2 "Soft Subtraction"
The next goal is to develop some noise suppression techniques based on the results from
the past few sections. First, spectral subtraction Fourier transform based processing will be
described and then "soft subtraction" for eigenstructure based processing will be described.
In Fourier transform based processing, the effect of the noise on the signal spectrum
is close to additive, so an effective way to remove the noise is to subtract the noise power
spectrum level IW(e jw )l2, from the signal+noise spectrum, ISs+w,(eJwt)12 , for each frequency
bin, wi. This method might cause problems if the noise level exceeds the signal+noise level
for some frequencies. Thus spectral subtraction will be introduced [13]. Spectral subtraction
uses a threshold to ensure that the power spectrum of the spectral estimate never falls below
zero. If the power spectrum falls below a threshold for some wi then the noise spectrum is
not subtracted, but instead the signal spectrum estimate, IS(ej w )12 is set at 15 dB down
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Figure 3-11: Cepstral Distances for the three experiments.
The first plot (a) shows the original signal before noise is added, to help to distinguish between
voiced and unvoiced regions of speech. The second and third plots show the cepstral distances of
experiment 1 as a result of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors being perturbed, when compared to
(b) the cepstral distances of experiment 2 when only the eigenvectors are perturbed, and (c) the
cepstral distances of experiment 3 when only the eigenvalues are perturbed.
from the signal+noise, or ISs,+(ejwi)12 /101 5 . In other words
s,2(ejwi ) 2  ISs+w(eJwi)1 2 - IW(ejwi)12  if IW(ejwi) 2 < ISs+w(e wi)12 /101.5
ISs+w(ewi) 12/101.5 otherwise
(3.5)
for all wi. This will guarantee that the power spectrum is never a negative value.
A similar type of spectral subtraction will be employed in the case of eigenvalue esti-
mation for both covariance and autocorrelation methods. The "soft subtraction" used for
eigenstructure based processing will be similar to spectral subtraction for the Fourier trans-
form based processing because there is a high correlation between eigenvalues and the power
spectrum. If the covariance matrix of the noise is known then the following procedure em-
ploys "soft subtraction" for eigenstructure based processing. First a 11x11 R,+, is formed
from the signal+noise data. Then SVD is performed to decompose R,+, into eigenvalues
(A,+w(i)) and eigenvectors (ui's) or the basis functions. Then Rw is projected onto the
basis functions to obtain, A or the "noise projections." In eigenvalue "soft subtraction",
AW, the noise projections are subtracted from A +w, the eigenvalues of the noisy speech. ~s,
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Figure 3-12: Burg Distances for the three experiments.
The first plot(a) shows the original signal before noise is added, to help distinguish between voiced
and unvoiced regions of speech. The second and third plots show the cepstral distances of experiment
1 as a result of both eigenvalues and eigenvectors being perturbed, when compared to (b) the cepstral
distances of experiment 2 when only the eigenvectors are perturbed, and (c) the cepstral distances
of experiment 3 when only the eigenvalues are perturbed.
is constructed from the new As and the basis functions, us, from the SVD of R,+,. Here
is the procedure for eigenvalue estimation with "soft subtraction."
1 -TTA TI (3.6)
(3.7)Aw = UTRU
!A, is created by
s(i) =(i) - AX(i)A As,,+(i) /10 "5 if Aw(i) < As+w(i)/1O
1
.5
otherwise
for i = 1... 11, for an 11xll matrix R. Rs is reconstructed
,s = UAsUT,
and the LPC parameters are found from is. These procedures will be tested and evaluated
in Chapter 5.
(3.8)
(3.9)
c;A
3.5.3 Higher Dimensionality
The idea of higher dimensionality is introduced in this section. The advantages of higher
dimensionality will first be explained by using the FFT as an example. Then the concept
of higher dimensionality in eigenstructure based processing will be proposed.
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a way to represent the Fourier transform of a finite
discrete waveform. In performing the FFT it is very important to set the number of samples
N to be large. The larger N is the better the resolution of the frequency axis. If a small
N-point FFT is taken, problems will arise, since the frequency information is inaccurate
due to low resolution of the frequency axis. Therefore it is always advisable to tend towards
higher dimensionality.
In this thesis it is believed that the same holds true for SVD of a covariance matrix, to
yield the subspace set of eigenvectors. Currently typical LPC processes are 10th order for
an 8 kHz sampling rate, meaning that the true covariance matrix, R, is an 11lxll matrix.
Therefore all noise suppression or eigenvalue estimation would be performed on an 11lxll
matrix. However, the result of noise suppression done on the 11lxll matrix, in some cases,
leads to unstable frames. In this thesis higher dimensional processing is accomplished by
increasing the size of the true covariance matrix to sizes of the order of 40x40, which are
larger than those in the lower dimensional processing, but not too large to cause singularity
problems. Increasing the dimension of the true covariance matrix to 40x40 should help to
decrease the number of unstable frames.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, quantitative experiments were run using a synthetic speech signal. Using
a synthetic speech signal helped to uncover information about the signal subspace vector
structure, about the way the signal subspace and the noise subspace interact and ultimately
the best way to suppress the noise subspace.
First, the parameters of the synthetic speech signal are enumerated. Then the un-
derlying structure of the eigenvectors are explored in the autocorrelation method and the
sample covariance method. The conclusions made were that the eigenvectors were associ-
ated primarily with one mode of the synthetic speech signal. Thus the eigenvalues provided
information about the relative gains of the modes in the signal. When noise is added to
the synthetic speech signal the effect of the noise on eigenvalues was close to additive and
the angular distortion was small for those eigenvectors with large eigenvalues and was large
for those eigenvectors with small eigenvalues. This also translates to higher overall distor-
tion for eigenvalues/eigenvectors connected to high frequency modes and lower distortion
for those eigenvalues/eigenvectors connected to low frequency modes for a synthetic speech
signal.
The next step is to use this information to create noise suppression techniques. Ex-
periments were run which determined that eigenvalue distortion was the main cause of
LPC estimation error. Therefore one main focus of noise suppression is effective eigenvalue
estimation. In this thesis, eigenvalue estimation will be performed by using "soft subtrac-
tion" to subtract the noise from the signal eigenvalues. "Soft subtraction" ensures that all
eigenvalues are non-negative, and that the speech matrices remain positive definite.
The other focus in the noise suppression techniques is using higher dimensional pro-
cessing. There is no guarantee that after eigenvalue manipulation, the LPC solution will
be have a stable spectrum. Going to higher dimensions improves the stability of the noise
reduced.spectral estimate.
Chapter 4
Experimental Setup
This chapter describes the setup for experiments involving real speech utterances. These
experiments evaluate the performance of noise suppression techniques proposed in Chapter
3 where experiments involving synthetic speech resulted in two proposed methods for noise
suppression. The first was eigenvalue estimation using "soft subtraction" and the second
was the use of higher dimensional processing to improve stability. The experiments were
performed on a test set of speech utterances taken from the spelled New Jersey town name
corpus. White Gaussian noise of different levels is added to the speech utterances to form
different test sets. Noise suppression techniques are then applied to reduce the noise in the
different test sets. The effectiveness of the noise suppression is measured in terms of the
improvement in speech recognition performance on the speech utterances after the noise
suppression techniques are applied.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The task and database are described in
Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents a description of the baseline speech recognizer and an
overview of using the noise suppression block as a preprocessor to the continuous speech
recognizer. Section 4.3 describes in detail the procedures involved in the noise suppression
preprocessing. The experimental results are presented in chapter 5.
4.1 Speech Corpus
The corpus used in the experiments is the spelled New Jersey town name corpus, collected
as part of the CCS Forward Looking work in the summer of 1991. The New Jersey town
name list consists of 1117 unique names. The 2757 utterances in the corpus are recorded
in three geographical sites, Long Island, Boston and Chicago, using two types of handsets,
an electret button handset or a carbon handset. Each utterance contains one spelled New
Jersey town name.
There were a total of 728 calls and each speaker contributes on average 4 utterances.
The male/female distribution is 356 males and 372 females.
For each utterance white Gaussian noise is added to form three different utterances
of noisy speech. The long time average energy for each utterance is measured and noise
is added to create three utterances with SNR of 10, 15 and 20 dB. The three data sets
containing noisy utterances are labeled snrl0, snrl5 and snr20, to indicate the average
SNR of the utterances found in each of the test sets. The original test set is labeled as
clean to indicate that no noise is added.
4.2 Automatic Speech Recognizer
Noise suppression techniques described in Chapter 3 will be evaluated by using speech
recognition. This is accomplished by performing noise suppression on the noisy test ut-
terances before passing them to the automatic speech recognizer, as shown in Figure 4-1.
The automatic speech recognizer has three main parts. The first block is the front-end
processor where spectral analysis is performed. A feature vector is created which consists of
the spectral characteristics of the input speech frame. The second block is a phoneme-level
match between the sequence of feature vectors and the acoustic model associated with each
phoneme. The third block is the search in the lexicon of spelled New Jersey town names
for the alphanumeric string with the best match. A more detailed description of automatic
speech recognizers can be found in [14].
The performance metric of the recognizer is recognition error rate. Recognition error
rate is the number of incorrectly recognized town names divided by the total number of
utterances in the test set.
The baseline recognizer used is built using the Bell Laboratories Automatic Speech
Recognizer (BLASR) tools. The speech input is windowed into frames of 30 millisecond du-
ration and each subsequent frame of speech is shifted by 10 milliseconds. The feature vector
of one frame of speech consists of 39 dimensions: normalized energy, cl - c12 derived from
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Figure 4-1: Noise suppression block as the preprocessor to the automatic speech
recognizer.
an LPC analysis using the autocorrelation method, and their first and second derivatives.
4.3 Noise Suppression Procedure
This section explains how noise suppression is performed on noisy utterances. Before each
frame of speech is reduced into a feature vector, it is passed through the noise suppression
block, which is described by Figure 4-2.
First the LPC parameters (As+(z), s+w) are extracted for a noisy frame of speech
(s[n] + w[n]). Next the noisy frame is inverse filtered through the all-zero filter,
As+(z) (1 - 1 aiz- 1)Z , (4.1)
Os+w Os+w
resulting in the LPC residual, r[n]. In this thesis the LPC parameters from an autocorrela-
tion method LPC analysis is used to create an all-zero filter. The autocorrelation method is
chosen for consistency because the autocorrelation method is used in the front end processor
of the speech recognizer described in the previous section. The LPC residual is used as a
source excitation for an all-pole filter (A (z), a) created from the noise suppressed spectral
estimate. The noise suppressed spectral estimate is found by a 10th order LPC analysis
which incorporates noise suppression techniques mentioned in Chapter 3.
To find the spectral estimates both s[n] + w[n] and Rw, the covariance matrix of the
noise sequence w[n], is necessary to implement the noise suppression techniques. Future
work could attempt to estimate the relevant statistics of the noise without any a priori
w[n]
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Figure 4-2: Reconstructed speech frame block diagram
This block diagram explains the procedures involved in the noise suppression block in Figure 4-1.
The noisy speech is filtered through an all-zero whitening filter created from the LPC parameters
of the noisy speech. Then this signal, r[n] is passed through an all-pole filter created from the
LPC parameters from noise suppressed spectral estimation. The resultant signal 9[n] will have the
spectral characteristics of the noise suppressed spectral estimate.
knowledge of the noise sequence.
The resulting signal [n] is the noise suppressed frame of speech, which is the result of
passing the noisy frame of speech s[n] + w[n] through the noise suppression block.
When processing of all speech frames within an utterance is finished, the frames of
speech are concatenated using overlapping trapezoidal windows. The window is defined as
n O<n<80
Wtrapezoidal[n] = 1 80 < n < 160 (4.2)
240-n 160 < n < 240
160
where for a 30 millisecond frame and for an 8 kHz sampling rate, there are 240 samples per
frame. Using a 10 millisecond overlap-and-add procedure shown in shown in figure 4-3, the
speech frames are combined to produce the reconstructed speech signal.
r[n]
z) ,s A- (z) , oY.s+w s I
Frame #1
Frame #2
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Figure 4-3: 10 ms overlap-and-add procedure
An entire speech utterance is processed in 30 ms frames, with a 10 ms shift. Each frame which is
processed, is first windowed by a trapezoidal window, and then shifted by 10 ms, and added to the
previous frame.
4.4 Summary
This chapter presented described the setup of real speech experiments to evaluate the noise
suppression techniques proposed in Chapter 3. First the spelled New Jersey town name
corpus of speech was described. Next an overview of the experimental system is shown,
which consists of a noise suppression preprocessor block and an automatic speech recognizer
block. Lastly, the procedures involved in the noise suppression block are described.
. . . .. . . .. . . " . . . .
Chapter 5
Noise Suppressed Spectral
Estimate
This chapter describes how the proposed noise suppression techniques are used to find the
noise suppressed spectral estimate for noisy speech. In Chapter 3 the idea of eigenvalue
estimation using "soft subtraction" is proposed to eliminate spectral estimation error. Also
proposed is the idea of higher dimensional processing to improve the stability of the spectral
estimate.
Sections 5.1-5.2 describe preliminary experiments conducted to test noise suppression
techniques. The following notation is used to describe the speech waveforms related to the
experiments:
s[n] = a frame of speech from the original utterance
s[n] + w[n] = a frame of speech from the utterance with additive noise
w[n] = the corresponding noise sequence
9 [n] = the resulting frame of speech after noise suppression is performed.
In the preliminary experiments, utterances from the test set clean, which contains
the noiseless utterances and the test set snrl5 which contains utterances with SNR of 15
dB, are both passed through the noise suppression block as described in Figure 4-2. The
spectrograms of the resultant speech signal, [n], are examined and are compared to that
that of the original signal, s[n] and to that of the noisy utterance, si[n] +w[n]. Also all three
waveforms, 9[n], s[n], and s[n] + w[n], are listened to and perceptible differences are noted.
Section 5.1 contains preliminary experiments where eigenvalue estimation with "soft
subtraction" is performed. First the sample covariance based noise suppression procedure
is described. Experiments are run with a series of utterances from the clean test set
to explore the differences between the sample covariance method and the autocorrelation
method. Next the autocorrelation based noise suppression procedure is described. Then
the noise suppression is tested on a series of utterances from the snrl5 test set. The results
from one utterance are shown.
Section 5.2 contains preliminary experiments where both eigenvalue estimation with
"soft subtraction" and higher dimensional processing is performed. The procedures for
both autocorrelation based and sample covariance based noise suppression are described
and the spectrograms of the resultant signals are examined. Also Fourier transform-based
noise suppression using spectral subtraction is performed as a comparison.
In Section 5.3, noise suppression with both eigenvalue estimation with "soft subtraction"
and higher dimensional processing is performed on all test sets (clean, snr20, snrl5 and
snrl0). Then the resultant speech waveforms are passed through an automatic speech
recognizer to evaluate the effectiveness of the noise suppression techniques. The recognition
error rates of the noise suppressed waveforms are compared to the recognition performance
on the test sets with the original utterances and with the noise utterances.
5.1 Eigenvalue Estimation - Lower Order
In this section, the preliminary results from noise suppression using only eigenvalue estima-
tion is shown. The two techniques discussed are sample covariance based noise suppression
and autocorrelation based noise suppression. First a simple experiment involving both the
sample covariance method and the autocorrelation method is proposed to examine the dif-
ferences between the two methods. The results show that the sample covariance method
has high estimation error for certain frames of speech. Next autocorrelation based noise
suppression is performed on several test utterances and the results are shown.
5.1.1 Sample Covariance Method
In this section, the sample covariance method LPC analysis for real speech is examined.
The LPC analysis using the sample covariance method in the case of real speech are very
different than that for synthetic speech, because the synthetic speech signal has finite reso-
nances, while real speech has infinite resonances. Therefore, it is worthwhile to first examine
the properties of the sample covariance method of LPC, before starting noise suppression
experiments for real speech.
In Section 3.3 it is shown that given a synthetic speech signal which is a sum of 6
damped sinusoids, the corresponding 1lxll sample covariance matrix is rank deficient with
rank 6. The solution for the LPC parameters, ai's, is found by using the psuedoinverse,
Equation 2.24, with m = 6. In real speech, which has infinite resonances, the sample
covariance matrix is always full rank and the solution is found using Equation 2.22.
In Section 3.4 it is shown that given the same synthetic speech signal, the corresponding
1lxll autocorrelation matrix is always full rank. Thus the solution is also found using
Equation 2.22. This suggests that there are some similarities between the sample covariance
method and the autocorrelation method for real speech signals, which do not exist for the
synthetic speech signal case. Thus, a preliminary experiment was run to show how the
covariance method and the autocorrelation methods differ.
The experiment is shown in Figure 5-1. First the speech frame, sin], is filtered through
an all-zero filter. The parameters of the all-zero filter, are found through an autocorrelation
method 10th order LPC analysis of s[n], which effectively "whitens" the signal spectrum by
removing the source characteristics and speaker dependencies. The LPC residual, r[n], is the
resulting signal, which serves as a source to the next stage. To show the differences between
the sample covariance method and the autocorrelation method the residual is passed through
an all-pole filter found through a sample covariance method LPC analysis. The resultant
speech signal, [n], are compared to the original signal, s[n]. The original signal can be
reconstructed from the LPC residual, r[n], passed through the all-pole filter containing
the LPC parameters found using the autocorrelation method. The resultant signal, A[n]
will show the differences between the sample covariance method and the autocorrelation
method. If the sample covariance method solution yields the same LPC parameters as the
autocorrelation method solution, then . [n] should be the same as s[n] and the block will be
an all pass filter.
Figure 5-2 shows the results of the experiment. The original waveform is the spelled
New Jersey town name "Mannington" which is plot (a). A plot of the resultant speech
signal, 9[n], after being passed through the sample covariance method all-pole filter can be
found in (c). There are two noticeable differences between the two waveforms. The first
Figure 5-1: An experiment run to show the differences between the autocorrelation
method and the sample covariance method
is that at time t = 1.55s, t = 2.25s and various other times, there is an unstable frame,
where the signal energy of that particular frame is unbounded. In the speech waveform plot
the magnitude of these frames is infinite, and they appear to go out of the range of the
plot. This confirms the expectation that the sample covariance method is known to have
problems in consistently finding a stable spectral estimate.
By comparing the waveform of the original signal (a) and the waveform of the residual
passed through the sample covariance all-pole filter (c), the signal energy differs at various
times. This is an undesirable side effect of the sample covariance method. Since the only
difference between the all-pole filter in the sample covariance method and the all-pole filter
in the autocorrelation method is in the pole locations, the differences in pole locations had
a noticeable effect on the energy of the speech waveform. When the 9 [n] is listened to, the
New Jersey town name "Mannington" is still recognizable to listeners. Since the speech
characteristics are contained in the frequencies, it can be speculated the main difference
between the two methods is not in the estimation of frequencies, but in the estimation of
bandwidths.
When this experiment was run on 10 different utterances taken from the speech corpus,
the result is that on average there are five or more unstable frames per utterance. In
this thesis, attempts are made to reduce the number of unstable frames in the resultant
waveforms. These methods are discussed in Section 5.1.3.
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Figure .5-2: Comparison between Sample Covariance method and Autocorrelation
method LPC analysis
Plot (a) is the waveform of the original speech signal and plot (b) is the spectrogram from
time - = 1-2 s. Plot (c) is the waveform of the speech after processing and plot (d) is the
corresponding spectrogram for the same time period, 7
5.1.2 Autocorrelation Based Noise Suppression
In Section 5.1.1, it is shown through experiments that the sample covariance method
has many unstable frames when processing real speech utterances. Therefore studies in
eigenvalue estimation based noise suppression are done primarily with the autocorrelation
method.
Eigenvalue estimation based noise suppression uses "soft subtraction" mentioned in
Section 3.5.2, which subtracts the noise projections, An's, from the eigenvalues of s[n] +
w[n], or As+w's. The procedure to find the autocorrelation based noise suppressed spectral
estimate is enumerated below.
Step 1 : The 1 lxl 1 autocorrelation matrix of the signal s[n] + w [n], R,+,, is found
and SVD is performed on the autocorrelation matrix to yield the set of basis functions of
the signal.
x 10^3
(a) s[n]
J
A
Step 2 : Next A,+, is reduced to A, which is found using the following procedure
of "soft subtraction."
(i) = s+(i) - Aw(i) if Aw(i) < As+w(i)/10
1 5  (5.1)
( 8s, (i) /10 1.5 , otherwise
for i such that 0 < i < 11.
Step 3 : The noise suppressed, Rs is reconstructed with the basis vectors, Us+w
and with As,
Its = U,+wAsUs+w,
and is used to solve for the LPC parameters ai's,
Ra = 0.
Figure 5-3 shows the results of autocorrelation based noise suppression on the noisy
utterance "Mannington" taken from the test set snrl5. The the original speech s[n] (a)
utterance, and portion of its spectrogram (b) is shown juxtaposed with a plot of the noisy
speech signal, s[n] + w[n] (c) and portion of its spectrogram (d), and with a plot of the
reconstructed speech signal, §[n] (e) and a portion of its corresponding spectrogram (f).
The spectrogram of the reconstructed speech [n] shows that the processing successfully
filtered out some of the noise especially in the low frequency area of the spectrogram, but
was unsuccessful in filtering out some of the the high frequency noise. In the unvoiced
regions, the spectrogram of the A[n] in the high frequency region is very irregular. This
leads to the possibility of having noise that are artifacts as a result of the processing. When
the utterance is listened to, there are high frequency "chirps" in the background.
Another artifact of the processing is an instability seen at time t = 2.17s. The occur-
rence of an unstable frame demonstrates that using "soft subtraction" to perform eigenvalue
estimation results in a solution which is not guaranteed to be stable. The reconstructed
autocorrelation matrix, As, after eigenvalue estimation is positive definite, since the "soft
subtraction" uses a threshold which never allows Ag to be less than or equal to zero. How-
ever, lis is not guaranteed to be Toeplitz, which means that the matrix is not exactly an
autocorrelation matrix of a real sequence, [n].
Rs+w = Us+wAs+wUs+w .
When noise suppression is performed on 10 different utterances taken from the snrl5
test set, the result is that on average there are one or more unstable frames per utterance.
Attempts to reduce the number unstable frames is discussed in the next section.
5.1.3 Unstable Frames
In general, the occurrence of unstable frames in the speech waveform can decrease the
performance of some speech processing applications. One example is in speech recognition,
where unstable frames are not expected, and can cause recognition errors. In this thesis,
noise suppression is tested using speech recognition results, thus attempt are made to reduce
the number of unstable frames occurred as a result of noise suppression.
On average, autocorrelation based processing yields one or more instability per utterance
and sample covariance based processing yields more than 5 unstable frames per utterance.
Although there are less unstable frames resulting from the autocorrelation based noise
suppression, one unstable frame per utterance can cause an error in the recognition of the
entire utterance for the spelled New Jersey town name task, decreasing the recognition
performance.
There are a few ways to reduce the occurrence of unstable frames. The first evident
option is to use primarily the autocorrelation method in noise suppression. The sample
covariance method is inconsistent in finding stable all-pole solutions.
The second way is to force the resultant autocorrelation matrix or the sample covariance
matrix, R, into Toeplitz form by averaging the diagonal terms.
1 P
R(i,j) = R(ji - j) = - -it,(k - i -jjk). (5.2)
This does not guarantee stability but may help to prevent unstable frames.
Another way to reduce the number of unstable frames is to use a larger frame of noise
to estimate the noise projections A,. For example, a 300 millisecond long frame of noise,
instead of a 30 millisecond long frame, could be used. This helps to improve the noise
projection estimates since noise is better charactered over a longer period of time and it is
considered a long time stationary signal.
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Figure 5-3: Autocorrelation method, 11th order processing with eigenvalue estimation
Plot (a) is the waveform of the original utterance and plot (b) is the spectrogram from time
T = 1.5-2.5 s. Plot (c) is the waveform of the speech with 15dB SNR added noise and plot
(d) is the spectrogram for the same time period T. Plot (e) is the waveform of the speech
after processing and plot (f) is the corresponding spectrogram for the same time period T.
1.6 1.7
The last consideration is to introduce the concept of using a larger dimensional sample
covariance matrix or autocorrelation matrix in noise suppression processing (e.g. a 40x40
matrix R). Going to higher dimensions should hopefully improve the stability of the spectral
estimates. Experiments with higher dimensional considerations is described in the next
section.
5.2 Eigenvalue Estimation with Higher Dimen-
sionality
In this section, results from noise suppression using both eigenvalue estimation and higher
dimensionality are discussed. In this section, the autocorrelation method and the sample
covariance method is discussed concurrently, and the results are shown.
5.2.1 Sample Covariance Method and Autocorrelation Method
In the previous section, the conclusion is made that effective eigenvalue estimation is success-
ful in filtering out the added white Gaussian noise. However, noise suppression processing
did introduce two acoustic artifacts. One is the high frequency "chirps" that are audible
when the resulting speech waveforms, 9[n], are listened to. The other artifact is that there
are some unstable frames of speech.
To decrease the number of unstable frames of speech, a proposition is made to increase
the dimensionality of the analysis. In LPC analysis, higher dimensionality translates to a
larger true covariance matrix, R. In this thesis a 40x40 true covariance matrix is used, which
is the upper limit on the dimension of the sample covariance matrix or the autocorrelation
matrix without causing singularities. Singularities are a result of creating large matrices
from a sequence with a finite number of samples.
The procedure for higher dimensional processing is explained in the following 5 steps
which correspond to the block diagram shown in Figure 5-4. In this thesis, the following
notation is used: R P represents a p dimensional R matrix.
Step 1: A 40x40 covariance matrix of s[n] + w[n] is formed and SVD is used to find
the basis functions, Us+
s[n] + w[n] - R0 =U 40 U40T  W[  s+w S "" s+w' +w s+w "
Step 2: The noise sequence is used to find the covariance matrix which characterizes
the noise, w[n].
w[n] R 40.
Step 3: Projection of R 40 onto the basis functions yields the noise projection matrix
A40= U40T RU40U40
- S- W W " S-+-W"
Step 4: Next the diagonals of A,+w are reduced to A s0 , which is found using the
following procedure of "soft subtraction."
( As+w(i) - Aw(i) if Aw(i) < AS+W(i)/01.
5  (5.3)
s(i) Aw(i)/101 .5 , otherwise
for i such that 0 < i < 39.
Step 5: The estimate of the noise suppressed covariance matrix, ,, is given by,
ft 40 = U40  40U40T
S S+W S S-W7
where Aj 0 is found in Step 4.
Step 6: The first 11 elements in the autocorrelation sequence, R 11(j), 0 < j 5 10,
are found by averaging the main and 10 sub diagonals of f14 according to Equation 5.2.
From ll the LPC parameters can be found.
This procedure is the same when using either the autocorrelation method or the covari-
ance method. The only difference is in Step 1 either the autocorrelation or the sample
covariance method can be used to construct RS+W.
As expected, the noise suppression was successful in filtering out the noise from the
noisy utterances. The main goal of going to higher dimensional processing is to reduce the
number of instabilities, which is an artifact of eigenvalue estimation. Higher dimensionality
noise suppression was performed on the spelled New Jersey town name test sets with noisy
utterances, to see quantitatively if the number of utterances with unstable frames decreased.
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Figure 5-4: Higher Dimensional noise suppression block diagram
This block diagram explains the procedure to use eigenvalue estimation using "soft subtraction"
to find a noise suppressed spectral estimate. This noise suppression technique will use higher di-
mensionality considerations by performing "soft subtraction" on a 40x40 true covariance matrix.
In 2757 utterances, on average for the sample covariance method there are 193 utterances
with one or more unstable frames in 2757 utterances (7.0%) and for the autocorrelation
method there are 97 utterances with one or more unstable frames (3.4%). This is an
improvement over the previous experiments which showed that on average there are more
than five instabilities per utterance for the sample covariance method and one or more
instabilities per utterance for the autocorrelation method.
Higher dimensional noise suppression results can be found in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. In
these figures, higher dimensional noise suppression was performed on two speech utterances
taken from the snrl5 test sets. Figure 5-5 shows noise suppression done on the utterance
"Mannington" and Figure 5-6 shows noise suppression done on the utterance "Martinsville."
In both figures, plots (a) shows the waveform of the original speech utterance s [n] and (c)
shows the waveform of the noisy speech utterance s[n] + w[n]. Also for both figures (e)
shows the resultant speech utterance, 9[n], after higher dimensional processing with the
autocorrelation method and (g) shows the resultant speech utterance after, [n], higher
dimensional processing with the covariance method.
Figure 5-5 shows the results of higher dimensional noise suppression being performed on
the spelled New Jersey town name "Mannington." The results from Figure 5-5 represent
the results from noise suppression performed on a majority of the utterances processed,
that there are no unstable frames resulting from the processing. These results can be
compared to previous results, presented in Section 5.1.2. When noise suppression with
lower dimensional using the autocorrelation method was performed on the same utterance
"Mannington" there is one unstable frame at t = 2.17s. In the autocorrelation based-higher
dimensional processing there are no unstable frames, thus showing an improvement. Higher
dimensional processing also improved the performance of the sample covariance method. In
Section 5.1.1, experiments showed that the sample covariance method was unreliable. In
processing the original utterance, "Mannington" there were many unstable frames in the
resultant waveform, 9[n]. Higher dimensional noise suppression using the sample covariance
of the utterance "Mannington" resulted in no unstable frames of speech.
Among the resultant waveforms less than 7.0% contain unstable frames, one example of
which is shown in Figure 5-6. Figure 5-6 shows the results of noise suppression done on the
waveform "Martinsville." At time t = 2.7s and t = 3.9s there are unstable frames, which
shows that going to higher dimensional noise suppression is not a guarantee that there be
no unstable frames.
Another observation is made when comparing the results from the sample covariance
method experiments done in Section 5.1.1 and with the results of higher dimensional noise
suppression with using the sample covariance method. In the sample covariance method, it
was noted that at times the signal energy of the resultant signal [n] differed greatly from
the signal energy of the original signal s[in]. The most noticable difference was that there
was a slight gain in magnitude. In higher dimensional noise suppression with the sample
covariance method, the signal energy of the resultant signal .[n] is of the same order to
that of the original signal s[n]. This is another advantage of going to higher dimensional
processing.
Lastly, in Section 5.1.2 where lower dimensional noise suppression was used, results
shows that there is an artifact, which is characterized by high frequency "chirps." The high
frequency "chirps" can be heard when the resultant signal 9 [n] is listened to and can be seen
in the unvoiced regions of the spectrograms. In the higher dimensional processing, the high
frequency "chirps" are still present. Since they are artifacts of the eigenvalue estimation
using "soft subtraction", they are not removed by increasing the dimensionality.
As a result of these experiments, higher dimensional noise suppression has proven to
be more effective than noise suppression which only has eigenvalue estimation. Of the
eigenstructure based noise suppression techniques described thus far, the higher dimensional
noise suppression will be used in the preprocessing block to the automatic speech recognizer.
The results from the speech recognizer are shown in Section 5.4.
5.3 Fourier Transform Based Processing
In this section Fourier transform based processing is introduced and theoretical and exper-
imental results are presented. It is interesting to compare noise suppression done in the
Fourier transform domain to noise suppression done in the eigenvector domain. There is a
common link between the two methods, and the similarities and differences are enumerated
below
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Figure 5-5: Higher dimensional processing of "Mannington"
Plot (a) is the waveform of the original speech signal and plot (b) is the spectrogram from time r =
1-2 s. Plot (c) is the waveform of the noisy speech and plot (d) is the spectrogram for the same time
period 7. Plot (e) is the waveform after processing using the autocorrelation method and plot (f) is
the corresponding spectrogram for the same time period T. Plot (g) is the waveform of the speech
after processing with the sample covariance method and plot (h) is the corresponding spectrogram
for the time period 7.
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Figure 5-6: Higher dimensional processing of "Martinsville"
Plot (a) is the waveform of the original speech signal and plot (b) is the spectrogram from time r =
1-2 s. Plot (c) is the waveform of the noisy speech and plot (d) is the spectrogram for the same time
period 7. Plot (e) is the waveform of after processing using the autocorrelation method and plot (f)
is the corresponding spectrogram for the same time period -. Plot (g) is the waveform of the speech
after processing with the sample covariance method and plot (h) is the corresponding spectrogram
for the time period 7.
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1. As different speech frames are processed, the Fourier basis is fixed to the set of sinu-
soids which discretizes the frequency axis, while in eigenstructure based processing,
the basis vectors are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. These vectors are not
fixed from frame-to-frame, but depend on the resonances of the signal being processed.
2. The Fourier basis has zero bandwidth while the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
have non-zero bandwidth.
In order to appropriately compare the higher dimensional eigenstructure based process-
ing with Fourier transform based processing, the Fourier transform is used in conjunction
with LPC analysis. In other words the Fourier transform will be used in the context of
LPC analysis, so as to better compare the two different noise suppression techniques. The
idea of Fourier transform based processing with LPC analysis is to perform the FFT on
the LPC parameters, ai's, which are found by using the autocorrelation method. The FFT
of the LPC parameters ai's is equivalent to the power spectrum of the signal, si[n], by the
following relationship
s(e ") 12= (5.4)
IA(ew3")1 2
log IS(e")12 = log a2 - log IA(eiw)1 2  (5.5)
= log a 2 - log IFFT(a[n]) 2, (5.6)
where
1 n=0
a[n] = -a1 < n < p (5.7)
0, otherwise
where the LPC parameters are treated like a sequence. This shows that the FFT of the
LPC parameters can be used to represent the power spectrum of the speech signal, s[n].
In Section 3.5.2, spectral subtraction for Fourier transform based processing is intro-
duced and in the following experiments spectral subtraction is used for Fourier transform
based noise suppression. As seen in Section 3.5.2 spectral subtraction is similar to the "soft
subtraction" used in the eigenvalue estimation in previous experiments.
Figure 5-7 is a block diagram showing how Fourier transform based processing can be
used to provide a noise suppressed spectral estimate.
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Figure 5-7: Fourier transform based processing Block Diagram
The following is the procedure to find the Fourier Transform based noise suppressed
spectral estimate.
Step 1: Both the LPC spectral estimates of the noise sequence w[n] and of the noisy
utterance s[n] + w[n] are found.
Step 2: The 256-point FFT's are taken of both LPC estimates to produce the power
spectra, IW(ejw)1 2 and ISs+w(eJw)1 2, for i,0 < i < 255, respectively. This is why the basis
vectors are fixed.
Step 3: ISs+w(ew ) 12, the noise suppressed spectrum is found using spectral sub-
traction of IW(e jw ) 12 from IS,+w(ew )12 for each frequency wi. This means that
I (ejwi)l2 = { s+w(ew)12 - IW(ejwi)12  if IW(ejw,) 12 < ISs+w(ejwi)12/10. 5
ISsw (ewi) 12/101.5 otherwise
(5.8)
for all wi, O < i < 255.
Step 4: The inverse FFT of ISs±,w(ew) 12 yields the autocorrelation sequence corre-
sponding to 9[n].
Step 5: Finally from the autocorrelation sequence of A[n], the LPC parameters, ai's,
are found for the noise suppressed spectral estimate.
Figure 5-8(a) is the resulting waveform after Fourier transform based processing of the
utterance "Mannington." The waveform of the original utterance s[n] is shown in (a) and
can be compared to the waveform of the noisy utterance s[n] + w[n] in (c) and that of
the noise suppressed utterance 9[n] in (e). By looking at their respective spectrograms it
seems that the Fourier transform noise suppression is successful in filtering out all of the
noise. There are no spectral instabilities because "soft subtraction" guarantees that the
power spectrum Is(ew) 12 is never a negative value. Also there are no "chirps" which are a
common artifact of the higher dimensional processing.
5.4 Recognition Results
In this section, the noise suppression techniques are tested by using an automatic speech
recognizer. Noise suppression was performed on all test sets containing noisy utterances,
snr20, snrl5 and snrl0. The noise suppression techniques chosen were the higher dimen-
sional noise suppression with eigenvalue estimation, and the Fourier transform based noise
suppression. Both the autocorrelation and sample covariance methods were used. These
particular techniques were chosen because their performance in preliminary experiments
were better than the other techniques explored.
First, the four original test sets without noise suppression preprocessing are introduced
to the automatic speech recognizer. The results are found in Table 5.1.
The results from the original test sets show that as the SNR of the utterances decreased
from 20 to 10 dB, the recognition error rate increased. snr20, the test set with utterances
with SNR of 20 dB had 10.9% recognition error rate and snrl0, the test set with utterances
with SNR of 10 dB had 73.8% recognition error rate. clean, the test set with no additive
noise had the best recognition error rate of 2.7%, which is expected.
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Figure 5-8: Fourier transform based processing with noise suppression
Plot (a) is the waveform of the original speech signal and plot (b) is the spectrogram from
time T = 1-2 s. Plot (c) is the waveform of the noisy speech and plot (d) is the spectrogram
for the same time period T. Plot (e) is the waveform of the speech after processing and plot
(f) is the corresponding spectrogram for the same time period T
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Recognition Results (% Errors)
clean 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB
2.7 10.9 34.2 73.8
Table 5.1: The recognition results for the test sets without noise suppression
Next noise suppression is performed on the test sets with noisy utterances and the
resulting waveforms are introduced to the automatic speech recognizer. The recognition
results can be found in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2:
ing
The recognition results for the test sets with noise suppression preprocess-
When noise suppression is used as a preprocessor to the automatic speech recognizer,
there is an improvement in recognition performance. For all three SNR's tested, the recog-
nition was improved to 3.3%, 3.8% and 6.5% at 20dB, 15dB and 10dB SNR's respectively.
When comparing the recognition results of the higher dimensional processing, to the
recognition results of the original test sets, it is seen that there is a big improvement in
recognition. This means that a great deal of the noise was removed by the noise suppression.
However, when comparing the recognition results of the higher dimensional processing to
the Fourier transform based noise suppression recognition results, the Fourier transform
based noise suppression has better performance, which is discussed in the next section.
Noise Suppression Results (% of Errors)
type of SNR of noise
processing 20 dB 15 dB 10 dB
Baseline 10.9 34.2 78.5
Sample
Covariance
based 6.5 12.5 29.6
higher dimensional
Autocorrelation
based 6.5 12.2 28.0
higher dimensional
Fourier
transform 3.3 3.8 6.5
based
5.4.1 Discussion
There are three main reasons why the Fourier transform based noise suppression had better
performance over either the autocorrelation based or the sample covariance based noise
suppression.
The first reason is that in higher dimensional based processing with eigenvalue esti-
mation there are still some unstable frames in the utterances. Higher dimensional noise
suppression processing on the entire corpus, yields 193 utterances with one or more unsta-
ble frames in 2757 utterances (7.0%) for the sample covariance method and 97 utterances
with one or more unstable frames in 2757 utterances (3.4%) for the autocorrelation method.
However, noise suppression using the Fourier transform based noise suppression has no un-
stable frames. The appearance of these unstable frames for the autocorrelation and sample
covariance based noise suppression, may have caused an increase in recognition error rates,
but the number of unstable frames introduced is not enough to explain for the big differences
between the recognition performances.
The second reason is that higher dimensional based processing has high frequency acous-
tic artifacts or "chirps" which are not present in Fourier transform based processing. The
"chirps" can be heard when listening to the reconstructed speech waveforms, and can be
seen when viewing the spectrograms. The high frequency "chirps" can distort the high
frequency information of the speech which can lead to recognition errors and problems in
end point detection.
The third reason is that the higher dimensional noise suppression techniques assumes
that eigenvector distortion is negligible and that eigenvalue distortion is the main source
of estimation error. This is a valid assumption for frames of voiced speech with high
signal energy, but in some frames of speech, particularly in unvoiced regions and in regions
where the SNR is low, eigenvector distortion causes as much estimation error as eigenvalue
distortion. Thus, eigenvector distortion can also further reduce recognition accuracy and
cause problems in end point detection. However, in the FFT case the basis vectors are
fixed, thus eliminating eigenvector distortion.
5.5 Summary
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the effectiveness of using eigenstructure based
noise suppression techniques. In Section 5.1, noise suppression with lower dimensional
eigenvalue estimation is examined. The results from preliminary experiments show that
the noise suppression was successful in filtering out the noise, but also as a result of eigen-
value estimation there are acoustic artifacts, which are undesirable. The acoustic artifacts
introduced included occurrences of many unstable frames within one utterance and high fre-
quency "chirps." It is suggested that going to higher dimensional processing would reduce
the occurrence of unstable frames.
In Section 5.2, higher dimensional processing is evaluated. Results show that higher
dimensional processing reduced the number of utterances in which unstable frames occur.
However, there are still high frequency "chirps" which can be observed in the spectrograms
of the resultant signals, 9[n].
In Section 5.3, Fourier transform based noise suppression is introduced. This technique
is introduced, as a comparison to higher dimensional noise suppression with eigenvalue
estimation. Results show that the noise was successfully filtered out and that there were
no perceptible artifacts.
Lastly, in Section 5.4, higher dimensional noise suppression and Fourier transform based
noise suppression is performed on the noisy utterances in the test sets snr20, snrl5 and
snrl0 before they are passed to the speech recognizer. The results of the recognition show
that noise suppression improved recognition performance. The Fourier transform based
noise suppression shows better performance than the higher dimensional noise suppression,
and the reasons for this disparity are discussed.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary of Results
The goal of this thesis was to develop noise suppression techniques using eigenstructure
based processing. The study of noise suppression was done exclusively on speech utterances
with additive noise and was evaluated using speech recognition. The idea behind noise
suppression using eigenstructure based processing was to take a subspace approach. Singular
Value Decomposition can be used to decompose a true covariance matrix into the subspace
set of vectors which can be used to characterize the "noise subspace" and "signal subspace."
Projection of the noise speech onto the subspaces yields the noise and the signal information.
Thus, the noise effects can be removed without losing the signal information
The results of experiments done on synthetic speech show that the eigenvectors contain
the frequency or modal information in the signal and the eigenvalues are the relative gains
of the modes. When noise was added to the synthetic speech signal, the effects on the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors were studied. Generally, eigenvalue distortion causes more
estimation error than eigenvector distortion for voiced speech regions. Therefore, noise
suppression would be best accomplished by decreasing eigenvalue distortion, and effective
eigenvalue estimation is the focus of noise suppression techniques developed in this thesis. In
this thesis the theory that higher dimensionality in noise suppression yields stable solutions
is explored.
Next, noise suppression experiments were performed on real speech utterances. The
utterances were taken from the spelled New Jersey town names corpus and noise was added
so that the SNR was 15 dB. Then lower dimensional processing using eigenvalue estimation
with "soft subtraction" was performed and evaluated. Results suggested that going to higher
dimensional processing would yield a lower number of utterances with unstable frames.
Next higher dimensional processing using eigenvalue estimation with "soft subtraction" was
performed and evaluated. The conclusion made was that the higher dimensional processing
had better performance than lower dimensional processing. An artifact which resulted from
eigenvalue estimation noise suppression was high frequency "chirps" which could be seen in
the spectrograms of the processed utterances and also could be heard. This artifact was a
result of both lower and higher dimensional processing with eigenvalue estimation.
Then, higher dimensional noise suppression was tested on a database of utterances.
Noise with 10 dB, 15 dB and 20 dB was added to the utterances and higher dimensional
noise suppression was used to filter out the noise. Then noise suppressed utterances were
introduced to a speech recognizer to further evaluate the noise suppression. Also Fourier
transform based noise suppression was introduced as a comparison to higher dimensional
processing with eigenvalue estimation.
The final conclusions made are that the higher dimensional noise suppression was suc-
cessful in filtering out the noise. The performance of the speech recognizer on the noise
suppressed utterances improved over the baseline results where the noisy utterances were
introduced to the speech recognizer without preprocessing. However, between the perfor-
mance of the Fourier based noise suppression and the eigenstructure based noise suppres-
sion, there was a difference in recognition performance. An example can be seen in the
experiments run for SNR of 10 dB. The baseline result was a 73.8% recognition error rate.
The Fourier transform based noise suppression performance was recognition error rate of
6.5% and the eigenstructure based noise suppression had a recognition error of 28% for the
same SNR. The difference in performance of the Fourier transform based processing and
the eigenstructure based processing is caused by the introduction of high frequency "chirps"
which are an artifact as a result of eigenstructure processing, but are not found in Fourier
transform based processing. Some of the additional error is due to the small number of
utterances with unstable frames resulting from eigenstructure based processing.
There are also many reasons why the study of eigenstructure based processing is useful:
1. Many speech applications fail under the condition of low SNR's. This thesis it is
shown that LPC, which has been known to degrade for SNR < 15 dB, can still be
useful if eigenstructure based noise suppression processing is done. If this type of
noise suppression can be perfected, it can be integrated into any speech processor
which uses LPC, in order to improve performance in noise.
2. In order to improve accuracy and efficiency, this analysis combines spectral estimation
with noise suppression.
3. Eigenstructure based processing is not restricted to speech. The subspace approach
can be used to separate other mixed signals, other than speech signals with additive
noise.
The techniques proposed in this thesis can be used to find a robust LPC solution in
noise, but some future research is suggested. Here are the reasons why:
1. The high frequency "chirps" which are artifacts of eigenstructure based processing,
may decrease the performance of speech applications.
2. Going to higher dimensional processing makes noise suppression very slow and ineffi-
cient. Higher dimensionality is a bonus in terms of stability and spectral estimation
accuracy. However, going to higher dimensions can be costly in terms of speed of
computation and precision in computation, which is an important aspect especially
in real-time speech processing.
3. The occasional frame in which this processing causes the occurrence of an unstable
frame may cause problems in processing performance.
6.2 Future Work
One key extension of this work is to integrate noise estimation. In this thesis it is assumed
that the noise sequence is available. In order to do noise suppression, both the noise
projections, A, and the noise power spectrum, IW(ejw) 12, can be found from the noise
sequence. In most cases, the actual noise sequence is not provided and often it must be
estimated from "out of frame" data or from the unvoiced regions of the utterance. Future
work should test higher dimensionality work in conjunction with noise estimation by using
the "out of frame" region to estimate the relevant noise characteristics necessary to do noise
suppression.
Also the issue of unstable frames should be further examined. It would be helpful to
be able to define boundaries on the "soft subtraction" eigenstructure based processing such
that a stable solution can be guaranteed. If these conditions could be met, then the next
step would be to decrease the matrix dimensionality. Another way to study stability is to
study those frames whose spectra are unstable. If a link can be made or an underlying
structure can be found between frames (e.g. voiced/unvoiced boundary, silence region,
nonstationary signal) then those frames can be detected to prevent unstable frames.
Finally, this thesis has concerned itself only with eigenvalue estimation and has not
considered eigenvector estimation. If both eigenvector and eigenvalue estimation can be used
for noise suppression, the performance of noise suppression would improve. Our hope is that
this would decrease the amount of high frequency "chirps", the artifacts after eigenvalue
estimation. Eliminating the "chirps" is important in order to further improve the accuracy
of speech processing applications.
When all of these factors can be studied, and in particular, higher dimensional analysis
seems computationally feasible and high frequency "chirps" can be removed, eigenstructure
based processing to find a robust LPC solution can be integrated into front-end processors
for speech applications, such as speech recognition and speech coding. Until that is possible,
there is further research necessary.
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